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Aim

Logistics in the PITHIA trial, including:

•Roles and responsibilities

•Communication

•Logistics pathway

Roles

NORS Team
•Takes biopsy
•Packages biopsy
•Transports biopsy

SN-OD
•Liaison with NORS
•Donor Path

Transplant Centre
•Requests biopsy
•Acts on biopsy results

Hub Operation
•Notification
•Logistics
•Information sharing

Histopathologist
•Reviews image
•Remuzzi score
•Notifies results

Biomedical Scientist
•Processes sample
•Scans sample
•Uploads image

QUOD
•Training
•PITHIA sample boxes

Clinical Trials Unit
•Data extraction
•Addresses any issues
•Histopathologist rota

Communication

NORS Team
•Takes biopsy
•Packages biopsy
•Transports biopsy

SN-OD
•Liaison with NORS
•Donor Path

Transplant Centre
•Requests biopsy
•Acts on biopsy results

Hub Operation
•Notification
•Logistics
•Information sharing

Histopathologist
•Reviews image
•Remuzzi score
•Notifies results

Biomedical Scientist
•Processes sample
•Scans sample
•Uploads image
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Requesting
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Transporting
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Reviewing
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Reporting
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Request

Transplant Units

•Make sure you mention PITHIA

NORS
•Remember to bring a PITHIA kit
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